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Cancer of the uterus is one of the most common forms of cancer in

developing countries. In some countries it is the most common form: tens of

thousands of cases await treatment.

It is a form of the disease that often strikes women in their younger

years, while they are still the support of a growing family in the home. Thus

it has important social consequences in addition to the suffering of the indi-

viduals concerned.

The disease begins most commonly at the top of the vagina, where there is

an annular muscular structure which ii pregnancy retains the foetus in the uterus.

This is the cervix ( Fig. la). At its centre is a narrow opening, the uterine

canal. The tumour begins most frequently on the vaginal surface of the cervix

and then spreads upwards, downwards, or sideways (or all three), causing bleeding

at first, then pain. Eventually it extends out into the surroundings, involves

ether organs, spreads further, and kills the patient.

Alternatively, it may start in the uterus itself, or in the vagina. The

consequences are similar.
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In the early stages of all these types of disease the malignant growth

is or. or close to an internal surface of one of the cavities involved. Gynecologists

are used to inspecting these cavities and have well-developed techniques for dilat-

ing them, introducing optical devices so they can see what is going on, and re-

moving small pieces of tissue for examination in the laboratory. Soon after the

discovery of radium and the realisation that its radiations could kill malignant

cells, attempts were made to treat uterine cancer by placing radium sources at the

too of the vagina and in the uterus itself. Very good results can now be obtained

by quite simple derivatives of these early methods.

How good are these results? What are the risks of failure or complications?

What are the limitations of the method': 'Can it be applied without sophisticated

supporting services? These are complex questions which cannot be answered con-

cisely. Radiotherapists, aware of the implications behind their statements, may

puzzle the layman by the qualifications they feel they have to make. Indeed,

medical opinion in"this field seems almost perverse in its variety, one specialist

contradicting another, procedures used at one centre being rejected at another,

conservatism and adherence to rule (different rules) being a characteristic of those

who have the burden of deciding what is best for each patient, in this paper I, a

physicist, can only try 6e uaderstand the generalities of the problem and make pro-

posals which will have some general utility. The following should be seen in this light.

The effectiveness of the results depends on the severity of the disease as

well as on the quality of the treatment. A statistical approach needs a clear de-

finition of "severity". For many years now, there has been international agreement

on a descriptive classification of the stages of the disease, Stage I involving only

the cervix, Stage 11 some spread to the uterus or vagina, and so on, up to extensive

dissemination in Stage IV. Subdivisions of some of these stages have been intro-

duced.

Cure rates, as defined by 5-year survival without recurrence, are as high

as 80 % in early stages, but 25 % or less in later stages. Good palliation,

meaning a lessening of pain and bleeding and an improvement in general comfort, can

be obtained in all stages. However, the impossibility of precise and uniform

"staging" must be borne in mind. A few percent difference between the results at

different hospitals, or a change in the apparent performance of one hospital over

the years, may be due to differences in the judgement applied to staging as well as
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to real differences in technique.

Overall, one may say that complete cure is possible in many cases, there may

be a useful extension of life in many more, and palliation can be obtained in al-

most all.

The risks of failure or complications arise from the difficulty of determin-

ing the extent of the disease, so that there is a risk that underdosage may leave

parts of the tumour unaffected, while on.the other hand there is the problem of avoiding

destructive radiation overdose to adjacent normal body structures.

The normal structures most at risk are the bladder, lying just in front of

the cervix, and the part of the lower bowel lying close behind it (Fig. lb). Both

are particularly radiosensitive, and clinical symptoms may be caused by a dose greater

than 30 Gy. To be effective the dose to the tumour should everywhere exceed 75 Gy,

and protection of nearby organs is achieved only by the arrangement of the source to

make use of the inverse square law;so there is not much latitude.

The damage that may be done to these organs is a localized radionecrosis

leading to ulceration and perhaps a local penetration. A hole opens up ("fistula")

and there may even be a cross-connection into the vagina. Such a condition is

difficult to cure and is very distressing to the patient.

The limitations of the method are the counterpart of its advantages:

because the tumour affects an accessible body cavity it is possible to place

radiation sources actually inside the tumour, or very close by, and profit from

the inverse square law to spare the normal tissues beyond: however, if the

tumour ;<as spread to other structures it will to that extent be out of reach of the

intracavitary sources. This is one of the main reasons for the worse results in

the more advanced stages of the disease.

To remedy this the intracavitary irradiation, which is localised around

the uterus, can be combined with external teletherapy designed to extend the region

of high dose further out into the abdomen. To do this successfully, the intra-

cavitary field must be mapped,, its location established in relation to the outside

of the body, and the external fields must be shaped to match up with it. These

procedures have become routine at advanced radiotherapy centres, but they need a

standard of dose planning which is beyond the resources of most smaller hospitals.
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Can intracavitary treatment be applied successfully without sophisticated

supporting services? The simplest way to approach this question is to ask whether

the method was worthwhile when it was first applied in the developed countries

earlier in this century, in the elementary form of standardised intracavitary

application only. The answer is certainly yes, if full use is made of the large

amount of experience gained in that phase.

The method evolved in an empirical way. A linear radium source a few centi-

meters long was placed in the uterus ("uterine source") and two short sources,

approximating to point sources, were placed at the top of the vagina on either side

of the cervix ("vaginal sources"). Bv placing the vaginal sources laterally in this

way the doses to bladder and rectuit were minimised and the throw of radiation sideways

(in the direction in which the tumour usually grows) was maximised (Fig. 2a).

Although the uterus itself is extraordinarily radiation-resistant, the wall

of the vagina is less so; therefore, it was protected by mounting the vaginal

sources in rubber containers about the size and shape of golf balls ("ovoids"),

to use distance protection to reduce the dose at the vaginal wall.

The ratio between the strengths of the uterine and ovoid sources was opti-

mised by trial and error, as was the fractionation regime. The latter refers to

the way in which the timing of the treatment is broken up to exploit differences

in recovery rate between malignant and normal cells. Two treatments, each of two

days and separated by one week-, is now a typical regime.

From this work, which extended over some twenty years and many thousands of

patients, optimum procedures were established. Dosage was expressed in "milligram-

hours". Little or no detailed dose calculation and plotting, as would be done today,

could be attempted in those early days.

During the 1930's the methods of physics were increasingly applied to radium

therapy, and standardized solutions for typical source geometries were devised.

These defined the volume inside which a cancericidal dose would be given. However,

cancer of the cervix posed a particular problem: the tumour was internal and

irregular, its extent was difficult to determine, and there was little scope for

varying the geometry of the radiation sources. At what point or points was the

dose to be calculated? The approach at Manchester, and one which is still widely
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used today, was to define reference points, one (Point A) related to the uterus/

vagina system, the other (Point B) to the muscular wall of the pelvis: and to

calculate the dose rates at these points (Fig. 3b). This was a first step towards

the systematic combination of intracavitary and external radiation thtrapy, which

had not been practicable while intracavitary treatment was still being prescribed

in milligram-hours.

During the 1950's and 1960's more detailed dose calculation was done, and

many publications have familiarized radiotherapists with the shape of the isodose

patterns produced in the now-traditional intracavitary treatment. It will be re-

membered that a line source in the uterus is complemented by two vaginal point

sources lying on either side of the entrance to the uterus. Their combined radiation

field can be described by a smooth pear-shaped isodose surface, flattened somewhat

towards the front and back, which envelopes the uterus and bulges outwards at the

level of the cervix (Fig. 3). Typical source geometries have been established for

different lengths of uterus and different sizes of vagina (using different sizes of

ovoid, with a choice of spacings). Dose rate distributions, or at least the dose

rates at Points A aid B, have been published for the standard geometries. This has

been done for sources made by different manufacturers,for radium, cobalt-60,

caesium-137, and iridium-192.

In the 1960's and 1970's the larger radiotherapy centres developed computer

methods for calculating the complete isodose pattern, for any configuration of

sources. This can now be done directly from the radiographs of an individual in-

sertion. Dose rates may be calculated at critical points in the bladder and rectum.

These results can be checked by inserting small solid-state dose-rate probes.

Purpose-built computer systems can now be bought for use in this field.

Until the 1950"s the only radiation source available was radium, and the

sources were placed in position by the radiotherapist, using forceps when this was

possible, but otherwise with his fingers. The doses to the therapist, operating

theatre attendants, and nurses were high. Several "afterloading systems" have since

been described, and some can be bought commercially. Using one of these the radio-

therapist places metal or plastic guide tubes to define the positions to be occu-

pied by the radiation sources, which are not inserted into them until the patient

has been rteturned to her bed (Fig. 2b). Non-radioactive dummy sources are first
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inserted so that radiographs may be taken. The active sources are attached to

flexible cables 2-0 - 30 cm long, so that they give little dose to the technician

who eventually places then; in the guide tubes. They can be removed again and replaced

at any time, either to adjust the dose regime or to avoid giving unnecessary dose

to nurses when they attend to the patient. Caesium-137 is used instead of radium:

it is cheaper, the radiation is easier to shield, and the sources can be made much

smaller.

In recent years more improvements have been made. Automatic after-loading

systems can now move the sources remotely by flexible cable or compressed air. The

arrangement of sources of different strengths in the uterine source train can be

altered within the machine by programming it to select specified source elements

from its store. Very high dose rates afterloading machines have also been intro-

duced which treat the patient in a shielded room, delivering the full dose within

minutes instead of hours.

However, much advantage may still be gained by a wider use of the simpler

original methods, improved by Che adoption of afterloading. A manual afterloading

system can be used in any ordinary hospital building. No radium storage or pre-

paration room is required, as the afterloading sources are always either in a

patient, or in a light-weight shielded container which can be carried by hand and

stored in a locked cupboard. The sources need only occasional inspection, and no

assembly, sterilization, or measurement, as they are permanently made up into standard

source trains and do not come into contact with body fluids, from which they are pro-

tected by the sealed guide tubes of the applicators. The patient may be nursed in

an ordinary ward, with only a light mobile lead shield to protect the nurse from

the low energy radiation from the artificial radioisotope (Fig. A ) .

Why have these methods not come into more widespread use? One problem is the

supply of the equipment and sources, which must be got from some commercial supplier;

and different suppliers work to different specifications. Dose data and clinical

reports published in the general literature usually refer to specially built equip-

ment made by the writer, and he may use sources he has had for many years and which

are no longer generally available. These and similar difficulties can be severe

problems to a newcomer in the field, especially if he is in a developing country.
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The quality of technical literature supplied by manufacturers is variable,

and may be inadequate. The technical people in the firm are engineers or physicists,

advised by a medical consultant. The latter may come from a well-established

radiotherapy centre and may not appreciate the problems of less specialised

hospitals.

International or professional bodies understand these problems but they

may be inhibited against giving advice which relates directly to a specific

commercial product. The new medical user is thus confronted by a bewildering

series of choices, and statements so general that he cannot relate them to his own

particular needs.

Secondly, there is a tendency for the established medical specialist

to be weighed down by his store of clinical experience, so that he hesitates to

give general advice to a distant colleague with whom he cannot consult directly.

Clinical factors must be considered: radiotherapy has a reputation for being an

art. It is possible, however, in the case of cervical cancer, to reduce accumulated

experience to relatively simple rules. This was done by the team at Manchester for

their original "ovoid" system, and this can be adapted to the newer approaches

using afterloading.

When planning a course of training, or writing instructions, for intra-

cavitary therapy of cancer of the cervix, it is necessary first to choose a system

of sources and applicators and then to work specifically in its terms. One then

finds that the technical choices to be made by the therapist are few, and not

difficult to define or answer. First must always come a skilled examination of

the patient, establishing the extent of the disease and leading to a decision

whether or not to use the intracavitary method. Information obtained at this stage

indicates the size and setting of the applicator which will be used. The source

assembly is determined by the configuration of the applicator. It now remains to

prescribe the dose to be administered, i.e. how long to leave the sources in the

patient. Experience plays a role here, but it applies as a minor modification to

standard practice: it is indeed difficult to show convincingly that better results,

statistically, have been obtained because of such modifications. As late as the

1960's it was stated policy of the Manchester Group to apply the Manchester dosage

system, in its best current form, to all patients without regard to individual anatomy

or morphology of disease.
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The main work Co be done by a coordinating body is thus, firstly, to settle

on one or at most two commercially available systems and secondly, to bring a

small group of distinguished consultants into agreement about how the system car.

best be used in the hands of a beginner. This may be done initially for intracavi-

tary treatment given alone, without supplementary external radiation, and without

individual calculation of the dose to critical healthy organs. The technology as

widely used before the 1950's will thereby be handed on, improved by the use of after-

loading, in a form suitable for any hospital with a radiotherapy department.

The next step is to formalize a procedure for taking radiographs of the in-

sertion, when it is loaded with dummy sources, and work out a routine for caculat-

in° the dose.rates at critical organs. This is a job for physicists. It could use-

fully be adapted for computation with a programmable hand-held calculator. The re-

sulting procedures can be used in a radiotherapy department not having the support

of a physics department provided the radiotherapist concerned is prepared to undergo

a modest amount of instruction.

A third step could be the extension to include supplementary external radia-

tion. To apply this a physics department, or at least the help of a hospital physi-

cist, is probably required. To develop the method is again a job for physicists.

Three approaches are currently in favour: to reduce the intracavitary dose and

apply a large uniform external field; to give the standard intracavitary treatment

but protect the uterus/vagina region by a shaped lead shield when giving the external

treatment; and to modify the configuration of the intracavitary sources to pro-

duce a cylindrical isodose pattern which can more readily be matched to the external

radiation fields (there may be still more methods but these will serve to illustrate

the problem). The first method has the advantage that the intracavitary and external

fields need not be related spatially to each other, but gives less dose at the seat

of the tumour. Of the others the second must be closer to optimal but is the more

difficult to apply.

When considering how best to encourage the use of these methods in develop-

ing countries it is useful to distinguish between three levels of complexity,

suitable for hospitals with differing resources. In each case the same manual

afterloading system is used, but differences are assumed in the experience of the

radiotherapist and the degree of physics support:
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Level A

Level B

Level C

Scaidardised treatment with manual afterloading system, giving

treatment similar to that given in advanced countries up to the

1950's.

As Level A, but supported by a standardised system of radiographical

measuremert to find the dose rates at critical organs, perhaps

using a pre-programmed hand calculator.

As Level B, but with provision for supplementary external radiation when

this will be helpful to combat spread of the disease.

It will be necessary to establish precise rules for treatment at each

level and to write directions for carrying them out. As well as choosing an

applicator system, it will be useful to specify such items as a convenient

storage/carrying container for the sources and a simple mobile shield to be

used when nursing the patient.

For Level 3, it is necessary to work out the method of calculation. A

point needing early resolution is the degree of precision required: over-

sophistication must be avoided, but this must be done with knowledge of the degree

of approximation being introduced. This needs close cooperation between people

with clinical and mathematical experience, something which may not be easy to

achieve.

For Level B it is also desirable to select dose rate probes which can

be used in the bladder and rectum, and work out rules for using them effectively.

For Level C, one of the systems of supplementary external radiation must

be selected and developed in detail. It may be necessary to find a commercial

manufacturer for the shaped radiation shields (to cover the internally irradiated

region)or for the wedge filters. To reach conclusions about these apparently

simple matters may unfortunately not be easy, because of strongly-held divergencies
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of opinion among some of the leading practitioners.

When the technical problems have been solved (or perhaps before they are

tackled) it will be necessary to choose a target area, for example India, and

survey its needs and resources. The approximate number of patients and the distan-

ces they are able to travel for treatment must be estimated, and treatment centres

identified. It is inherent in these proposals that hospitals other than established

radium centres, or indeed those having a major radiotherapy department, will not be

excluded.

A small team with demonstration equipment should then visit each candidate

centre, explain the proposals, and establish what need there is for training.

This may be given at major radiotherapy centres in the target area.

The training must have a clinical and a physics component. The former

includes pre-examination of the patient, decision on treatment, placement of

the applicators, and aftercare. The latter includes dosimetry and radiation

protection. Different patterns of training are needed for the three levels

of sophistication.

In summary, the requirements are:

1) Select applicators and sources and establish a commercial supply.

2) Solve the dosinetry problems for Levels A, 3 and C for the chosen

applicators and sources, and write up the solutions.

3) For Level B, work out the mathematics of radiographic measurement and

write calculator programmes. Select dose rate probes.

4) Select suppliers for the ancillary equipment (storage pots, mobile

bed-side shields, beam-shaping shields) for Level C.

5) Select a geographical target area and survey its needs and

resources.

6) Visit candidate hospitals and establish training needs.

7) Provide training.
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Furthar problems will suggest themselves: for example, local regulations

may affect the transport and storage ~>t the sources; and a coordinated review

should be made of the results.
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